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Your retailer will give you style & choice
but above all service.

We consider ourselves to be an ethical based manufacturer whose principles are founded on the reduction of our
carbon footprint, a responsible approach to both quality and the satisfaction of our clients.
In meeting the former, we achieved national recognition via the Green Apple Award, further reinforced by obtaining
the ISO 14001 standard.
We have been a Corporate member of the KBSA for many years, a body who pursue excellence within the
consumer buying experience.

GREEN APPLE
ENVIRONMENTAL 

AWARD 2009
GOLD WINNER Accredited

FSC To make the most of your bedroom, requires furniture that appeals, is highly functional and ready made to give 
you storage.

From the complete chemists shop to soft private preferences its nice to store it. 

Accessible, but out of view.

Our bedrooms offer the widest or narrowest range of highly attractive furniture designs to make the most of
your bedroom.

The extensive and carefully thought out range of cabinets in a choice of widths allows for design where traditionally 
there has been none, doors are complimented by a range of tasteful handles.

Complimenting our furniture we offer internal fitments and accessories for you to create the perfect
storage environment.



H e n l e y  

54

Henley brings you clean Shaker style unfussy
visuals enabling you to create a strong but
subtle statement in design.

Full length mirrors adds a light and airy touch
adding lightness to your bedroom.

The flexibility of interior fitments adds to
maximsation of attractive storage.
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W a l n u t
This traditional and tasteful door design brings harmony 

and peace to a busy world.
Henley is available in Ferrara Oak, Walnut & Cream.

Handle ref: HA435
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Function and style, rarely common bedfellows. 
Wrong. Meet Henley Cream, crisp and clean with a heady 

array of design options to suit all tastes.
Also available in Ferrara Oak and Walnut.

Handle ref: HA452

C r e a m



Henley Ferrara Oak brings a warm timber look into your 
bedroom without dominance over your colour schemes.
Also available in Walnut & Cream.
Handle ref: HA700/HA701

F e r r a r a  O a k

1110



V i r g i n i a  S m o o t h  W h i t e
Soft curves with subtle detail freshen an established face to create a striking yet 

understated look of the new.
The tall robes here are shown scribed to the ceiling along the storage - wall to give the full fit look.

Contrast or compromise.

Virginia is available stocked in White and made to order in Beech, Cream, Ferrara Oak, Oyster,
Swiss Pear, Tobacco & Walnut.
Handle ref: HA925/HA926

1312
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G e o r g i a n  
Georgian is a well established modern day
classic, comfortable to live with and accommodating
the full gambit of decorative choices available today.

Co-ordinate or contrast at will.



S m o o t h  W h i t e
The traditional look of Georgian Smooth White reinforces older values yet
brings the clean and simplified modern air to your bedroom.
Georgian is stocked in White & Swiss Pear and made to order in Beech,
Cream, Ferrara Oak, Oyster, Tobacco & Walnut.
Handle ref: HA307

1716



S w i s s  P e a r
The understated beauty of our Swiss Pear look affords the 
opportunity to create a bedroom of many moods. 
Swiss Pear accommodates the decor of your choice. 
Georgian is stocked in Swiss Pear and White and made to order in
Beech, Cream, Ferrara Oak, Oyster, Tobacco & Walnut.
Handle ref: HA770

1918
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A s c o t  
The perfect blend of modernism, clean lines
bringing a soft touch to the contemporary
styling of today.

Minimalism meets the practicalities of
storage & access accommodating your lifestyle.



B e e c h
Tall robes maximise the useable storage space and bring
a certain elegance to the proportions of the Ascot range.

The warm comforting tones matched with unfussy 
frontals enable you to create many moods with your 

choice of decoration.

Ascot is stocked in all the Woodgrains, White, Cream & Oyster.
Handle ref: HA710

2322



F e r r a r a  O a k
Soft rounded saponetta edges with a velvet touch, 

introducing you to this tactile and very sensuous finish of Ferrara Oak.
The rest is up to you.

Ascot is stocked in all Woodgrains, White, Cream & Oyster.
Handle ref: HA435 to HA437

2524



O y s t e r
Not short on storage. 

Fresh and modern Ascot Oyster fits any room and appeals to
any age group. Clean lines create a look of space. 

Ascot is stocked in all Woodgrains, White, Cream & Oyster.

Handle ref: HA650 to HA666

2726
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C r e a m
Ascot Cream is an established favourite, now with its own co-ordinating 
Cream exterior cabinetry. 

Clean, smooth doors help create a feel of space and light. 

Ascot is stocked in all Woodgrains, White, Cream & Oyster.
Handle ref: HA106
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To b a c c o
Ascot Tobacco smooth doors of rich Tobacco brown give assurance 
of taste and confidence.
Ascot is stocked in all  Woodgrains, White, Cream & Oyster.
Handle ref: HA610 to HA628
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S w i s s  P e a r
Time for a change?
Ascot is already established as a modern classic. 
Smooth roll edged doors ooze unashamed opulence and style. 
Time to have your bedrooms designed around your lifestyle.
Shape up to the future by choosing from Swiss Pear shown here.
Ascot is stocked in all Woodgrains, White, Cream & Oyster.
Handle ref: HA435 to HA437
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M e l f o r d  
Melford brings clean lines to this highly
versatile range.

A soft touch or give a robust edge with
strong handles, adding to the dimension.

Highly adaptable to your taste & mood.
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C r e a m
Melford, shown with the tall robe option gives you the latest in door styles, to

create the look and shape you want.
Robust bar handles or slim hoops. Tactile or object d’art, the devils in the detail.

Create the living space of your dreams.
Melford is stocked in Cream and made to order in Beech, Ferrara Oak,

Oyster, Swiss Pear, Tobacco, Walnut & White.

Handle ref: HA650 to HA666
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A v o l a  
Sicily’s Avola region produces bold, strong, rich
wines on volcanic soil and is famed for its light 
fresh airy appeal.

The Avola range of doors could be said to mirror
this assertion, the colours complimenting each
other yet independently cover the spectrum of
hues from the rich tones of Avola Grey,  to the
sparkling pinks of Avola Champagne to the strength
of light irradiated by Avola White.

Individually or integrated, the colour pallette 
affords the opportunity to create truly stunning
bedrooms.
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A v o l a  G r e y
Grey is the new black where any of the shades can be contrasted

with a multitude of bold statements about you and your taste. 
Handle ref: HA1020 to HA1022
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W h i t e
mixed with Avola Grey

Clean and clear cut lines designed for modern living with freshness.
Built in or free standing,  Avola works to brighten your home 

& maximise on your storage needs.
Avola is available in Champagne, Grey & White.

Handle ref: HA1020 to HA1022
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C h a m p a g n e
Avola is available in Champagne, Grey & White.

Handle ref: HA1010 to HA1012
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I m a g e
The Image gloss bedroom range gives you space
to enjoy, relax & restore.

A refreshing space that just needs your
imagination to create the form and add the
decor reflecting today’s lifestyles.
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O y s t e r
Image Oyster high gloss doors with soft tone accessories are both
crisp and comfortable, never dominating your chosen decor.

Image gloss is also available in White, Tobacco, Oyster & Kashmir.

Handle ref: HA805
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G l o s s  To b a c c o
o n  t a l l  r o b e s .

Bold yet reflective, the richness of high gloss Image Tobacco doors with
muted accessories opens the bedroom up and harmonises with your 
brick-a-brack.
Image gloss is also available in Oyster,  White & Kashmir.

Profiles tops are available in matt, slab tops are available in gloss.
Handle ref: HA780,/HA781
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G l o s s  W h i t e
Clean and clear cut lines  designed for modern living with freshness.
Built in or free standing, Image Gloss White works to brighten your home
& maximise on your storage needs.
Image gloss is also available in Tobacco, Oyster & Kashmir.
Handle ref: HA780/HA781
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G l o s s  K a s h m i r
Step back to admire, step in to enjoy a truly handsome
space in your life.
Image gloss is also available in Tobacco, Oyster & White.
Handle ref: HA946/HA947
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S l i d e r s
Total enclosure with total flexibility ensures your
clothes are where you want them and in the 
condition you want them.

Cleverly engineered to be incorporated into our
robust bedroom robes the front slider frame and
door system delivers another dynamic to the 
bedroom look.

Position shelves, hanging rails, internal drawers and
create practicality with visual appeal.

Sliders are available to co-ordinate with Avola
Champagne, Avola White, Avola Grey, Ferrara Oak,
Gloss Oyster, Gloss White & Gloss Tobacco.



A v o l a  C h a m p a g n e

5958



A v o l a G r e y w i t h W h i t e

6160



A v o l a  W h i t e

6362



I m a g e  G l o s s  O y s t e r
w i t h  F e r r a r a  O a k

6564



I m a g e  G l o s s  W h i t e

6766



I m a g e  G l o s s  To b a c c o

6968
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A p lace for everything, and everything in its place .
Functional, 
practical 
accessories.

Aluminium trouser rack
(Extended)

Aluminium trouser rack
(Compressed)

De Lux tie rack Aluminium tie rack
(Compressed)

Aluminium tie rack
(Extended)

Internal 3 drawer chest

600mm or 800mm Felt lined 
jewellery tray

Shoe rack rails

Internal robe mirror Single hanging with shelf
and shoe rack.

Single full length hanging with
shoe rack.

Short hanging and shelves. Single hanging and storage. Fully shelved
angled unit.

Double hanging Single hanging with        internal drawers and extra shelf.

To help keep your bedroom clutter free we
have come up with so many clever solutions. 
Our new internal fitments and accessories
offer you the choice to create the perfect
storage environment, for example your shoes
getting their own racks, your trousers hung
on racks or rails, your sweaters and socks
stored tidily away in their own drawer unit.
There are now so many options for you to 
make the most of the storage space offered
in your new bedroom.
Indulge yourself.
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colonial bedrooms are part of the JJOplc group of companies.

In our product portfolio we have other outstanding ranges of furniture offering 
superior quality and design which are all manufactured in the UK.

To find out more about these brands please visit:

E: info@jjoplc.com or www.jjoplc.com

colonial bedrooms
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